A big life lesson learned with jobs for backpackers!
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You are traveling around New Zealand & Australia? Either way most backpackers who are
travelling are looking for a job or may already have one or even two. Lots of backpackers are
more than willing to do pretty much anything if it means that they can travel for longer around
their chosen destination.

Throughout Australia and New Zealand there are many different kinds of jobs you could find
yourself doing... From being a cleaner to selling strawberries on the streets. Some backpackers
may get lucky and get the same kind of money and work they had at home (lucky if you enjoyed
your job anyway!)

Some of my friends have found nursing and teaching work while on their working holiday visas
(they were nurses and teachers at home and were therefore qualified!) Most of the time as a
backpacker however you have to lower your expectations which is actually really good for later
on to get through life at least that's what I personally think. Think Rags to Riches and you'll
appreciate things so much more! If you want to do that skydive or bungy jump and you're
running out of cash then you have to be prepared to do just about anything.

Traveling, working & having fun are the main objectives for backpackers. Experience as much
as you can, make the best out of your time here. Enjoy life to the deepest. Make sure you earn
enough money to stay long enough at your desired destination. Saving up before always helps
but it is not always neccessary.

If you are planning on coming over to Australia or New Zealand on a working holiday visa make
sure to look for jobs as soon as you can. In summer in particular you'll be competing with a lot
of cash-strapped students who are always looking to make some quick money.

Jobs for backpackers are regularly uploaded to this website - so check back often and you may
find your dream job (you could end up working on a Great Barrier Reef boat ) or maybe you'll
find something that you may not have thought of doing before... you never know you might just
enjoy it!
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